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Abstract—The results obtained after incorporating the competence “creativity” to the subject Technical Drawing of the first course of the Degree in Forestry, Technical University of Madrid, are presented in this study. At first, learning activities which could serve two functions at the same time—developing students’ creativity and developing other specific competences of the subject—were considered. Besides, changes in the assessment procedure were made and a method which analyzes two aspects of the assessment of the competence creativity was established. On the one hand, the products are evaluated by analyzing the outcomes obtained by students in the essays suggested and by establishing a parameter to assess the creativity expressed in those essays. On the other, an assessment of the student is directly carried out through a psychometric test which has been previously chosen by the team. Moreover, these results can be applied to similar or could be of general application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development and assessment of generic competences applied to the new degree subjects is one of the most researched issues by the educative innovation group GIE74 (‘Graphic Expression and Cartography’) from the Technical University of Madrid. Some works regarding teamwork, problem solution, creativity [1], [2] and autonomous learning [3], as well as their relationship with students’ academic performance and motivation [4] have been carried out recently.

The interest which lies in the development of creativity by our students is fully justified since the European Parliament stated that Europe needs to strengthen its capacity for creativity and innovation in order to effectively face the development of the information society, and also that education and training systems should facilitate the development of these competences at all levels [5]. However, the Technical University of Madrid considered ‘creativity’ as one of the eight key competences to be developed in all the new degrees adapted to the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). Thus, the GIE74 produced several teaching materials when these works were carried out and so considered the opportunity of elaborating these texts aimed at promoting the development of creativity by students taking this subject. Nevertheless, no previous works or clear precedents in order to develop this kind of activities and let alone to establish assessment methods for this subject have been found. That is why, the project Development of the competence creativity: implementation to Graphic Expression in Engineering was suggested. It was funded by the UPM (Technical University of Madrid) in 2009 and part of the results obtained are stated in this paper. When designing the new degrees in Forest Engineering and Natural Environment Engineering, the convenience of developing and assessing some generic competences in the subject ‘Graphic Expression in Engineering’, creativity among them, was taken into account. Therefore, in the light of their implementation to the new studies it was necessary to have at our disposal learning activities which developed this competence as well as assessment systems and tools for it.

Hence, the group considered dealing with the following objectives: 1) Developing activities to boost creativity and which could be implemented to subjects in the area of Graphic Expression in Engineering. 2) Implementing some of these learning activities to the subjects in Technical Drawing from the Degrees in Forestry and Forest Engineering. 3) Estimating the impact of these activities on students’ creativity. 4) Designing an assessment method for the competence creativity which could be generically applied to the new degrees. 5) Implementing this method and obtaining the first results: analyzing the previously studied aspects of creativity and then observing the differences found in men and women, as well as establishing the possible correlation between students of this subject and their academic performance.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Design of learning activities

A working group consisting only of professors of the area of graphic expression in engineering was formed with the aim of trying to find, analyzing and suggesting several kinds of learning activities. First of all, a map of the creative activities of the subject was made: the key points where the new creativity activities to be suggested should be included were identified following the relationship <<specific competences—contents—learning activities>>. We noticed that the activities
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linked to the specific competences ‘spatial view’ and ‘drawing maps in forestry engineering’ appeared to be the most favourable ones for the implementation of several creativity techniques. Besides, these are two essential competences which would be advisable to boost and work on in greater depth in the new studies. Then, a systematic review of a big amount of the existing teaching materials, which have been used for the last fifteen years to teach graphic expression subjects by professors of the group, was carried out. After being analyzed, some typical tasks were identified, selected and classified according to their potential as creative activities. Another group, a multidisciplinary one this time, reviewed various creativity techniques and chose the most appropriate to be applied to the subject. The study of creativity in psychology has focused traditionally on divergent thinking abilities [6], [7]. However, we could say that the theoretical constructs to be assessed, which are based on the specific literature about creativity in engineering, are: divergent thinking, through the production of many solutions; convergent thinking, by solving the problem raised; constraint satisfaction, by meeting the parameters established in the instructions and by manipulating the objects; problem finding, through identifying some other uses for the design, and problem solving, that is, creating a new design [8]. Finally, three types of activities to boost creativity were suggested. They conveyed three different levels of complexity and would be carried out at different stages of the course, increasing complexity gradually. The first two activities should be solved individually and the last in groups.

Activity type I: resolution of paradoxes. Students in the control group must make the Orthogonal Projections of some models which are similar to the traditional models in perspective. For this creative activity, students are provided with some models that are similar to the traditional models in perspective. For this creative activity, students are provided with some models which are similar to the traditional ones but whose solutions seem to be impossible, such as some of the creations from the artist and draftsman Maurits Cornelis Escher (Fig. 1).

Activity type II: finding alternatives. In a next stage, students must make a projection in perspective from the dihedral flat projections (the reverse process of the previous activity). The changes to boost creativity this time consisted of removing some parts of the flat projections, so that their combination could lead to different models depending on the element and the position chosen.

Activity type III: improvement in the design of a ‘forest object’. The control group is suggested to draw a set of engineer maps to define the design of a forest object. In this case, a “nestbox” was proposed. As for the creative activity, the team is said to include ‘any improvement in the design of the “nestbox” and to include as well some drafts of the different alternative designs considered.

The involvement of the learning activities suggested in the assessment of the different constructs abovementioned ranges (Table I).

![Table I: Assessment of Constructs: Contribution by Activity](image)

Moreover, some kind of training on creativity techniques was considered essential for students since they had never received any in other subjects. Nevertheless, it must be carried out within a very short period of time in class.

In order to develop the three activities, some readings about how to find alternatives [9] were suggested as well as training sessions based on the brainstorming and the SCAMPER techniques [10] and directed at the project ‘improvement in the nestbox’ were carried out.

**B. Design of the assessment method**

Assessment constitutes a fundamental aspect in teaching and learning processes. The assessment method in general and competences assessment in particular cannot be considered just as an appendix of the teaching-learning process but as an integrated and planned element from its origin [11] and so it requires a series of features. Assessment needs to be: useful, in order to identify and examine positive and negative aspects in the teaching-learning process; planned: scheduled, well-considered and properly prepared and in harmony with the teaching-learning process; feasible: it involves using procedures and tools which are viable and facilitate improvements without making the process of teaching and learning difficult or hindering it; consistent: with the objectives established, the teaching methods used and with the learning results expected; ethical: it implies explicit compromises and a protection of rights; accurate: it must clearly describe the purpose or intention of the assessment along its development and within its context. As far as we are concerned, conceiving learning as something active, individualized and based on the cognitive development should imply having an assessment method which starts from the active performance of students and which allowed them apply their knowledge in a creative way in order to solve real problems.
This assessment approach entails an effective use of the knowledge acquired by students in a wide variety of tasks which are significant to the development of competences and which allow them to fare for the complex reality of social and professional life [12]. Competence cannot be handled in all its complexity but can be inferred from performance. This implies considering different ways of performing, what will make it possible to gather enough quality evidence to make a reasonable judgment of somebody’s competence [13]. Three complementary approaches of assessment were presented in this work:

a) Tools based on people, their traits and their abilities. Psychometric tests prove to be very useful to evaluate them.

b) Tools focused on the development of activities so as to acquire/boost/promote competences. The resources which enable continuous and formative assessment are crucial here.

c) Tools centered on products, on simulation contexts.

Moreover, the assessment of creativity has been described in some studies as the assessment of the person, the process, the product and the environment [14], [15].

The need for carrying out an assessment of integration was as well considered, that is, an assessment applied both to the specific competences of the subjects and the generic competences developed in it (teamwork and creativity). Therefore, the design was determined to incorporate tools from the three aspects mentioned before, omitting the environment since it is already determined in our case.

On the one hand, the competences teamwork and creativity were partially assessed by using psychometric tests. Although unconventional in the field of higher education, this sort of tools may contribute to a boost assessment from the point of view of the individual’s features and to cause an important process of reflection for assessment conceived as a self-regulation process [16].

“Self-efficacy for teamwork and teamwork behavior questionnaire items” [17] was used as the tool to assess teamwork and “CREAX Creativity Self-Assessment”, which was provided for free and online by the firm [18], to assess creativity.

On the other hand, observation templates were designed in order to assess the processes developed in class when the activity type III to improve the design of a nestbox was being carried out.

At last, the works submitted were assessed according to technical quality criteria, which met the requirements of specific competences, and creativity criteria, taking into account the basic level in engineering design of first-year students.

C. Pilot project: implementation in the subject Technical Drawing of the degrees in Forestry and Forest Engineering

The implementation of the method designed was carried out in the subject Technical Drawing of the degrees Ingeniero Técnico Forestal (Technical Forestry Engineering) and Ingeniero de Montes (Forestry Engineering).

The schedule of the subject in the degree in Forest Engineering and the assessment system designed were suggested to all the students registered: one hundred and fifty-four students divided into three different classes. Only thirty-three men and eighteen women completed the promoting process of creativity. A total of fifty-nine students sat and forty-four preferred to be assessed through a final examination. Technical Forestry Engineering students acted as a reference group, namely, they were suggested activities based on traditional contents and methodologies and they were not trained in creativity techniques. Only one of the two groups of the degree participated this time: a total of twenty-nine students (seven of them were women). Subjects are similar in both degrees, which are both annual subjects. The study load is slightly heavier in Forestry: an amount of 150 in-class sessions along the academic year compared to the 120 in Forest Engineering. The group of professors who assisted those students was the same in both degrees, although the assessment of projects and the tasks set were carried out by other professors who are not taking part in this work.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of the global value of CREAX test

A total of 51 surveys in Forest Engineering (FE) and 29 in Technical Forestry Engineering (TFE) have been considered to be correct. The latter group constitutes the reference group.

A contingency table was obtained and no relationship between the genre and the degree was found after doing a chi-square test.

Then, a descriptive study was carried out in order to estimate the global value of CREAX test for each person regarding the degree studied and in concern with the genre depending on the degree (Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std.</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>60.46</td>
<td>64.48</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>60.85</td>
<td>63.37</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE - Man</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>63.59</td>
<td>66.16</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE - Woman</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54.73</td>
<td>55.96</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE - Man</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60.57</td>
<td>61.77</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE - Woman</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>61.72</td>
<td>68.94</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 95.0% confidence interval for the mean of FE 60.4629 +/- 3.63393 is [56.829; 64.0969] that it contains the reference value 62.43 of CREAX test.

Thus, although some of the students surveyed obtained a slightly lower mean than the reference value (62.43), no significant differences have been found, so these students can be considered to have an average creativity within their group, according to the data provided by the firm CREAX NV. The same occurs for TFE students and naturally there are no differences between degrees.
So students’ creativity seems not to be influenced by the activities and promoting training carried out. It would be necessary to widen the study, since it has been proved in other studies [19] that there are some other factors which have a crucial influence on several learning aspects, such as the size of groups and the student-professor ratio.

However, the results obtained in the assessment of the product are encouraging, as judges took a favourable view of most of the nestbox works submitted. Students from the reference group, given the fact that they were not trained or guided towards creativity, submitted works where changes in the models designed were minimal.

For TFE students there were no significant differences regarding sex. Nevertheless, for FE and the factor sex, significant differences were found between CREAX Test global value and sex (p = 0.04), at 5% of significance level of a t-test (95.0% confidence interval for means difference: 8.86 +/- 3.88; [1.42973, 16.2886]; and for the ratio of variances [0.173658; 0.960399])

Significant differences between sexes, favouring women, have been found in other studies about creativity in engineering [20], [21] in the retest carried out by the students who were trained in creativity, but there were no differences for the students who did not.

The same phenomenon has occurred in our study, with the only change that significant differences have been found in men and not in women.

Researchers suggest some causes in order to explain this situation; however, they consider that deepening in this research is required. No valid causes to justify this difference have neither been found in our case, so we propose as well continuing with the research in this line.

B. Analysis of CREAX test values regarding factors

Abstraction, Curiosity, Paradox and Persistence do not show significant differences between FE and TFE samples. Nevertheless, Connection, Audacity, Perspective and Complexity deserve to be studied separately, since the differences between FE and TFE means were bigger. Audacity was analyzed because it showed the higher increase (4.21 in absolute terms) and no significant differences at 95% were found.

However, relevant differences were found for some factor regarding sex, but only in FE (Table 3).

Significant differences in FE have been found in Abstraction, Audacity, Curiosity and Persistence, where the mean is higher in the group of men for all the cases.

In FE, Pearson correlation among the CREAX test factors was analyzed and relevant correlation (r>0.7) was found in the sample of women among all the factors. However, the group of men shows no relationship between Audacity-Complexity, Complexity-Connection, Audacity-Perspective and Persistence-Perspective. It would be necessary to carry out further studies on this.

C. Analysis of CREAX test correlation –academic performance

No significative correlation was once again found between CREAX test global values and the final mark obtained by students in the subject, but a negative correlation (r = -0.64, p = 0.015) in women was found considering sex as a differentiating factor, what shows a reverse correlation between the mark obtained in graphic expression and the creativity level measured by CREAX test.

In the assessment criteria applied to vast parts of the subjects Graphic Expression in Engineering, aspects such as systematic operations or compliance with regulations, in which women traditionally excel and which appear contrary to the development and expression of creativity, are indeed boosted. This situation should be further reviewed due to the paradox of promoting in the same subject systematic and inflexibility as well as creativity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Some of the conclusions drawn in this work are presented hereafter, although these are only provisional conclusions and further research should be carried out.

There seems to be no relationship between the designed activities and the training sessions in creativity for students, according to CREAX test assessment. However, the assessment suggested shows encouraging results obtained when applying these techniques.

On the one hand, men show a higher global creativity than women. After analyzing the factors, the biggest differences are found in Abstraction, Persistence, Audacity and Curiosity.

On the other hand, women showed more global creativity values, with higher correlation between all the factors and unlike men, who showed no relationship between some pair of factors.

A reverse relationship between academic performance and creativity has been found, but significant differences only concern women once more.
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